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Comments 

“ Thank you for sharing your research and ideas. As one who has spent 
years working with at-risk youth, what you reported on struck a chord 
of veracity with me. You spoke specifically about organisations, but 
I'm interested in hearing your thoughts about how we can take these 
principles further into child protection. For example, I have worked 
with young people who have begged to be left in stable, loving, safe 
foster homes but whose input has been (it would seem) ignored or 
dismissed. Is there space in policy to begin to push for government 
agencies and even the courts to take children's thoughts and voices in 
these kinds of situations more seriously? 

Brett | 8 December 2016 

“ Hi Brett, there has been a growing commitment to ensuring that children and young 

people are given opportunities to feed into court processes. I'd suggest you check out 

Professor Judy Cashmore's work 

(https://sydney.edu.au/law/about/people/profiles/judith.cashmore.php). We still have a 

long way to go but there have been some great initiatives that have been developed. 

Megan Mitchell presents things that children have told her here: 

https://www.humanrights.gov.au/news/speeches/ever-seen-or-heard-voice-children-

family-law-0 

Tim Moore | 9 December 2016 

“ Many thanks, Tim! I'll have a look over the links you provided. I look forward to further 

interaction. 

Brett | 14 December 2016 

“ Thanks for the informative presentation. Do you have any strategies to 

promote children's participation in these discussions, so that children 
want to be involved and recognise the value? 

Anne | 9 December 2016 

“ Hi Anne - I think one of the key barriers to children's participation relates to their 

ambivalence about the extent to which their needs and wishes influence practice. 
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Demonstrating to them that you value their participation, pointing to ways that you and 

your organisation will use their input and any policies that exist that oblige you to act 

might help allay their scepticism. Most powerfully, if kids see how you have already 

taken on board other children's views and, in your interactions with them, that you are 

committed to acting on their advice this experience may endear them more to the 

process. Children and young people felt that kids would be more likely to engage in 

processes if they understood that others had been involved in designing and 

implementing participatory activities and that others had already taken part. Hope this 

helps. 

Tim Moore | 9 December 2016 
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